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Abstract—The growing importance of smart devices calls for
effective user authentication mechanisms. We argue that stateof-the-art authentication mechanisms are either vulnerable to
known attacks or do not meet usability needs. To address this
problem we designed NomadiKey, a user-to-device authentication mechanism based on nomadic keyboard keys. NomadiKey
increases security level by placing keys at different screen coordinates each time NomadiKey is activated. Besides, NomadiKey
preserves usability by maintaining the traditional relative position
of keys. We compare NomadiKey with other user authentication
mechanisms under different attacks using statistical models and
simulation. We also evaluate NomadiKey’s usability with 18 users.
Our results show that NomadiKey increases security compared
to widely-deployed PIN authentication with limited impact on
authentication times.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [2] and its smart devices are
ever more present on our day-to-day routine. Current trends
indicate these devices will become more widespread, leading
to the establishment of smart environments1 .
The deployment of denser smart environments and increasing user dependence on their functionalities impose more
stringent requirements on user security and privacy. Smart
devices can store from gigabytes to terabytes of personal,
private, and potentially sensitive, user data.
In most cases, a user authenticates onto a smart device
inputting a secret previously configured on the device, e.g.,
typing a PIN or drawing a pattern on the device’s unlock
screen [3], [4]. Whenever an adversary obtains the authentication secret, he can impersonate the legitimate user [5].
In this paper, we consider two classes of attacks against
secret-based authentication (Sec. II), namely smudge and vision attacks. Smudge attacks exploit an image of the screen
of a device to reverse engineer the authentication secret [6].
Smudge attacks use digital image processing to identify where
the screen was touched from residues on the screen (e.g., oil or
dust). Touch positions allows an adversary to infer the numbers
in a classic PIN or the pattern used to unlock the phone.
Vision attacks exploit videos of users during authentication,
e.g., videos captured by phone or distant security cameras,
to reverse engineer the secret [7]. Vision attacks use computer
vision techniques to estimate the position of interface elements
1 www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2013/09/12/idc-87-of-connected-

devices-by-2017-will-be-tablets-and-smartphones/

(e.g., keys) and the position of the fingers (and shadows) as
they approach the screen to infer when and where the screen
was touched. Evaluation of smudge and vision attacks show
success rates as high as 92% and 91%, respectively.
To address this problem, we present a novel authentication mechanism robust to the aforementioned attacks while
incurring negligible increase on authentication speed (Sec. III).
NomadiKey, as it is called, places keys at different absolute
positions on the screen each time, preventing the attacks from
inferring which keys are pressed during authentication and
improving security. Besides, NomadiKey preserves usability
by maintaining relative key positions, helping users navigate
the keyboard and locate keys.
We compare NomadiKey with four other authentication
schemes in face of smudge and vision attacks (Sec. IV).
We first present a worst-case model of each attack, then use
statistical modeling to quantify security of each authentication
mechanism under no attack, under smudge attacks, and under
vision attacks. We quantify security as the number of possible
authentication secrets that an adversary would need to try in
each scenario.
We also compared the usability of our NomadiKey prototype to the usability of classic PIN authentication and of
PIN authentication on random keyboards (Sec. V). We had
18 users try all three authentication schemes and measured
the amount of time users take to input PINs and the number
of errors. Our results show that users can authenticate on
NomadiKey almost as fast as in classic PIN authentication and
faster than PIN authentication on random keyboards. We also
show that NomadiKey increases the security level by several
times compared to classic PIN authentication.
We make the following contributions:
1) Present worst-case scenario models of existing attacks
on user authentication mechanisms;
2) The conception of NomadiKey, a new authentication
mechanism on smart devices;
3) Analytical and empirical analysis of security and usability of NomadiKey and a comparison with other known
authentication mechanisms.
We believe NomadiKey strikes a better trade-off between
security and usability than other authentication mechanisms
in widespread use today. More generally, nomadic keys might

be a useful idea to apply to other existing authentication
mechanisms.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we discuss recent research on user authentication mechanisms for smart devices (Sec. II-A) and attacks
developed to circumvent these mechanisms (Sec. II-B).
A. User authentication mechanisms
User to device authentication mechanisms can be divided
into three categories: (i) something the user has, (ii) something
the user is, and (iii) something the user knows.
Users can authenticate using a physical authenticator they
have, like a token or smart card [8]. However, an adversary
could still simultaneously steal the smart device and the
authenticator.
Users can authenticate through their own biological features
like fingerprints, voice, or face [9]–[14]. Some previous works
propose and evaluate biometric authentication factors from
unique body characteristics, like hand characteristics [13], iris
recognition [12], ECG measurements [14]. Other previous
works consider behavioral patterns to authenticate the user,
often transparently [9], [10]; current proposals exploit usage
behavior [10] and gesture movement properties [9] to identify
users. These mechanisms usually require simple actions from
users during authentication and are vulnerable only to few
attacks, which makes them an interesting option for smart
devices. Biometric schemes, however, require user’s biometric
features to be stored as secrets in the device. This raises
privacy concerns as stealing this secret means stealing private
user information, such as the user’s fingerprint. Besides, attacks have been shown to be successful on biometric schemes
by tricking the authenticator using, for instance, photos, videos
or fake fingerprint models 2 .
Users can also authenticate themselves by inputting some
secret previously configured on the device [5], [15]–[19].
This type of authentication is the most common on smart
devices [20]. The security and usability of these mechanisms
are heavily affected by the secret chosen; complex secrets
increase security but impair usability [21]. Previous work,
similar to ours, try to achieve a better trade-off between
security and usability by, for instance, motivating users to
create longer but easy-to-input passwords [17], using short
strokes instead of simply touching buttons [15], considering
rhythm of button presses [16], or designing extensions to resist
specific attacks [7].
B. Attacks against authentication mechanisms
We consider authentication mechanisms based on what the
user knows, i.e., mechanisms where the user inputs a secret
touching the device’s screen. We model attacks against these
authentication mechanisms in the following three classes of
increasing sophistication.
Smudge attacks use digital image processing on a photograph of the phone’s screen to identify touch locations [6],
2 blog.lookout.com/blog/2014/09/23/iphone-6-touchid-hack

Table I
W ORST- CASE SCENARIO OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO ADVERSARIES

ATTACK
Smudge
Vision
Shoulder-surfing

T OUCH INFORMATION
Location Order Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

[6], [22], [23]. Smudge attacks have been evaluated against
PIN [23] and pattern [6], [22] authentication, with success
rates as high as 70% and 92%, respectively. In practice,
smudge attacks may be unable to identify where the screen
was touched if the screen is (partially) wiped, e.g., during
normal phone use after authentication. Our worst-case scenario
considers that smudge attacks can reliably and accurately
identify touch locations.
Vision attacks exploit videos of users during authentication
to reverse-engineer the authentication secret [7]. Videos need
not capture the screen contents, just the screen and the user’s
hand [7], [24]. Videos also need not be high quality, as
previous work has shown successful attacks using recordings
of a reflection of the device’s screen [25]. Vision attacks have
been shown to achieve success rates as high as 94% and 98%
for direct recordings [7], [24] and 78% for reflections or low
quality recordings [25]. Our worst-case scenario considers that
vision attacks can reliably and accurately identify both touch
locations and touch order.
Shoulder-surfing attacks exploit images captured from a
privileged position to obtain screen contents along with user
hand movements [26], [27]. While the conventional definition
of this attack assumes the adversary is physically standing
behind the user and observing the screen, variations include
adversaries analyzing recordings made from hidden or public cameras [26], with success rates higher than 95%. Our
worst-case scenario considers that shoulder-surfing attacks can
identify touch positions, touch order, and screen contents. Our
models are summarized in Tab. I.
Finally, smart devices are equipped with various sensors
that allow the design of alternative authentication mechanisms
(e.g., using rhythm) [28]. Unfortunately, sensors can also be
used to perform attacks on authentication mechanisms, for
instance, by using the motion sensor, ambient light sensor,
camera, and microphone to detect when the user touches the
screen and to infer the touch position from properties like
device orientation and movement [29], [30]. In this paper we
do not consider sensor-based authentication mechanisms and
attacks, directly. We note, however, that sensor-based attacks
are likely to fit in the smudge or vision categories (Tab. I). We
next present NomadiKey, our novel authentication mechanism,
and show in Sec. IV that it provides improved security against
smudge and vision attacks.
III. N OMADI K EY
PIN and pattern-based authentication have high usability
and are the most common authentication mechanisms used on
smart devices [20]. Unfortunately, they are vulnerable to the

Figure 1. Classic keyboard.

Figure 2. NomadiKey with portrait
keyboard’s key size.

attacks described in Sec. II-B. An alternative to classic PIN
authentication is PEK [7], which randomizes the number on
each key on each authentication. PEK increases security level,
but it also degrades usability as users are no longer able to
build a visual map of their PIN on the keyboard, taking twice
as much time to unlock the screen [31]. It has been observed
that a typical user will not adopt more secure authentication
mechanisms if they introduce complexity [15].
In what follows, we present NomadiKey, a new authentication mechanism for smart devices that targets what we believe
is a good balance between security and usability. The essence
of NomadiKey is an algorithm that allocates positions for keys
on the screen as freely as possible but under the constraint that
the relative order among them is the same as in a traditional
keyboard. Preserving a user’s PIN visual map is indispensable.
More precisely, NomadiKey places keys at random absolute
positions while constraining the relative position of keys.
Fig. 2 shows an example keyboard built by NomadiKey. Keys
are in random positions, but observe that keys on the first line
(1, 2, and 3) are above other keys and keys on the first column
(1, 4, and 7) are to the left of other keys. As we will show in
Sec. V, random absolute positions result in a higher security
level against smudge and vision attacks, while classic relative
key positions allows users to authenticate almost as quickly as
on a normal keyboard.
A. NomadiKey: Key Position Algorithm
NomadiKey partitions the screen in a grid with as many
rows and columns as the authentication keyboard (4 rows and
3 columns for a traditional numeric keyboard). Columns and
rows are placed at random locations, and keys are placed in
a random location in their corresponding grid cells. We show
pseudocode for NomadiKey in Algorithm 1.
Let Sw and Sh be the screen width and screen height,
respectively; and let Kw and Kh be the key width and key
height, respectively; let C and R be the number of columns
and rows in the keyboard, respectively. We consider the topleft corner of the screen is the origin, i.e., the point (0, 0).
NomadiKey partitions the screen into columns and randomizes the coordinate x(c) where each column c ∈ [1, C]

Procedure 1 Key Placement
1: procedure COMPUTE xmin (c)
2:
if column c − 1 has been placed then
3:
return x(c − 1) + αBw
4:
else
5:
return xmin (c − 1) + αBw
6: procedure COMPUTE ymax (r)
7:
if row r + 1 has been placed then
8:
return y(r + 1) − αBw
9:
else
10:
return ymax (r + 1) − αBw
{Procedures for xmax and ymin are analogous}
11: procedure NOMADIKEY
12:
for c ∈ random(1, C) do
13:
x(c) ← U (xmin (c), xmax (c))
14:
for r ∈ random(1, R) do
15:
y(r) ← U (ymin (r), ymax (r))
16:
for c ∈ [1, C] do
17:
for r ∈ [1, R] do
18:
place key in column c, row r at position
U (x(c), x(c + 1)), U (y(r), y(r + 1))

starts. For each column c ∈ [1, C], NomadiKey computes its
minimum possible starting coordinate xmin (c) as
xmin (c) = x(c − 1) + αKw ,

(1)

The αKw term in Eq. (1), where α > 1 is a constant, ensures
that there is space for placing keys in column c − 1. We set
x(c−1) = xmin (c−1) if column c−1 has not been placed yet.
This makes xmin (c) the smallest coordinate that still reserves
at least αKw for each unplaced column to the left of column
c. We define x(0) = −αKw . Similarly, the maximum possible
starting coordinate xmax (c) for column c is
xmax (c) = x(c + 1) − αKw ,

(2)

where we define x(C + 1) = Sw + αKw .
NomadiKey then chooses coordinate x(c) where column c
starts uniformly distributed between xmin (c) and xmax (c):
x(c) = U (xmin (c), xmax (c)).

(3)

NomadiKey repeats this computation exchanging x for y, C
for R, and Bw for Bh to compute ymin (r) and ymax (r) for
each row r ∈ [1, R] (see Algorithm 1). NomadiKey then
chooses the coordinate y(r) where each row r starts uniformly
distributed between ymin (r) and ymax (r).
The algorithm above ensures each grid cell is at least αKw
units wide and at least αKh units high, which guarantees
NomadiKey can place all keys. NomadiKey chooses the x
coordinates of keys on column c uniformly distributed between
x(c) and x(c + 1); similarly for y coordinates.
NomadiKey has decreasing flexibility (more constraints) to
place any remaining columns as more columns are placed.
Left unchecked, this decreasing flexibility could bias columns
placed last to specific regions in the screen. This same behavior

vulnerable to smudge attacks. Smudge attacks allow adversaries to identify the location where the screen was touched,
but not the order. For classic PIN authentication, each touch
allows the adversary to identify one number in the PIN. After
S ECURITY COEFFICIENT
M ECHANISM Safe Operation
Smudge attack
Vision attack identifying the numbers in the PIN, the adversary needs to
n!
guess the order in which they should be entered. Let ri
1
Classic PIN
10n
Qd
denote the number of times key i was pressed (i.e., number
i=1 ri !
of repetitions) and d denote the number of distinct keys. With
n!
no repetitions, the adversary needs to try all n! permutations
P Qd
P
NomadiKey
10n
i=1 ri !
of the numbers. With repetitions, we divide by the number
!
of permutations of each repeated key, as they are equivalent.
n!
10!
10
Random
10n
Qd
Again, Knock Code’s security is equivalent to that of a 2×2
Keyboards
d
(10 − d)!
i=1 ri !
keyboard.
9!
For PIN authentication on random keyboards, knowing
Pattern
2
1
≤
(9 − n)!
where the user touched the screen does not provide any information on which keys were pressed. For any d distinct touch
n!
Knock Code
4n
1
Qd
points, the adversary needs to try all 10
d key combinations.
i=1 ri !
For
each
key
combination,
the
adversary
has to try all possible
n = secret length d = distinct keys ri = repetitions of key i
orderings, as in classic PIN authentication. Since knowing
the touch position does not provide any information about
applies to rows. To avoid this bias, NomadiKey places columns
the pressed key on random keyboards, changing the absolute
and rows in random order on each execution.
position of keys does not increase security.
NomadiKey is a middle-ground between PIN authentication
IV. A NALYTICAL E VALUATION
on classic and random keyboards. The adversary has to try a
In this section we compare NomadiKey’s security level number P of key combinations and all possible orderings for
against classic PIN and pattern authentication, PIN authentica- each key combination. The number of key combinations in
tion on random keyboards, and LG’s new Knock Code using NomadiKey, P , is less than 10 in random keyboards because
d
analytical modeling.
the adversary can ignore key combinations that contradict
We compute each authentication mechanism’s security co- NomadiKey’s restriction on keeping the relative position of
efficient, its number of possible distinct authentication secrets. keys. If the smudge reveals two perfectly aligned touches
The inverse of the security coefficient gives the probability of in a vertical line, the adversary can infer that the pressed
authenticating successfully by entering a random secret.
keys belong to one column and prune the set of possible
We compute each authentication mechanism’s security co- values for each key. Any PIN that does not fit in the pruned
efficients under smudge, vision, and shoulder-surfing attacks, set can ruled out as incompatible with the pressed keys.
as defined in our attack models in Sec. II. Attacks provide The value of P depends on the inputs to Algorithm 1; in
information about the user’s secret; they allow an adversary particular, P depends heavily on key width and key height,
to prune the set of possible secrets and decrease each mecha- as they determine intervals for column and row start positions
nism’s security coefficient.
(Eqs. (1) and (2)). The value of P also depends on secret
Tab. II shows closed formulas for the security coefficient of length, as longer secrets allow for more key combinations but
the evaluated mechanisms under safe operation (“no attack”) also give away key placement.
and under different attack models. We express security level as
For pattern-based authentication under smudge attacks, we
a function of the secret length, denoted n. Secret length is the note each dot can only be visited once, i.e., the pattern is
number of key presses for PINs and NomadiKey, the number a Hamiltonian path. An adversary can authenticate by trying
of knocks for Knock Code, and the number of connected dots the pattern in forward and reverse directions. We also note that
for pattern authentication.
although drawing the pattern may lead to intersections (e.g.,
Security under safe operation. Under safe operation, the drawing the two diagonals intersect at the center), each dot is
security coefficient of keyboard authentication grows expo- visited the first time it is touched.
nentially with secret length. We note Knock Code’s security Security under vision attacks. Our model for vision attacks
level is equivalent to that of a 2×2 keyboard. The exponent’s gives additional information compared to smudge attacks, so
base is the number of possibilities for each PIN digit; or screen all authentication mechanisms have reduced security coefquadrants for knocking. The security of pattern-based authen- ficients. Vision attacks allow an adversary to know where
tication, in turn, depends on the number of dots available for the screen was touched, and in which order. Classic PIN
pattern continuation, which is given by the n-permutation of authentication, pattern-based authentication, and Knock Code
the nine possible dots.
have static “keys”, so vision attacks give full information over
Security under smudge attacks. Classic PIN, pattern, and which keys were pressed and in which order.
Knock Code authentication have a predictable layout and are
NomadiKey and PIN on random keyboards provide some
Table II
S ECURITY COEFFICIENT UNDER DIFFERENT ATTACK MODELS .

security against vision attacks as an adversary does not know
exactly which keys were pressed. In NomadiKey, the adversary
has to try all possible P key combination for a given set of
touch points; similarly, an adversary has to try n-permutations
of 10 keys for PIN authentication on random keyboards.
Security under shoulder-surfing attacks. Our model for
shoulder-surfing attacks allows an adversary identify the exact
keys touched in NomadiKey and random keyboards, completely reverse-engineering the authentication secret. We note,
however, that nomadic keys can be combined with other extensions to PIN authentication to provide increased security level
overall as well as robustness against shoulder-surfing attacks.
For example, NomadiKey can be extended with strokes, where
a user may stroke a key in four directions (up-down or leftright) instead of simply touching it [15]. Combining extensions
trades usability for security.

Figure 3. Empirical evaluation of the number P of possible key combinations
in NomadiKey for a given set of touch positions and large (PIN-size) keys.

V. E MPIRICAL EVALUATION
A. NomadiKey security
We evaluate the number P of possible key combinations
given a set of touch positions empirically. We generate up
to 105 distinct random secrets out of the 10!/(10 − d)!
possible secrets with d distinct keys, for d varying from 3
to 7. We then run Algorithm 1 one hundred times for each
secret to generate different keyboard layouts. We configure
NomadiKey with α = 2. Finally, we simulate a computer
vision attack on each of the 107 (secret, layout) pairs to
estimate the distribution of P .
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the value of P over all
generated (secret, layout) pairs. We show one curve for secrets
with different numbers of distinct keys varying from 3 to
7. Fig. 3 shows P for large keys that are the same size as
keys in numeric keyboards used for classic PIN authentication
(Fig. 1). We note that PIN-sized keys do not allow any overlap
in column start positions, so an attacker can automatically
infer the column of the key from the touch position, a
conservative configuration scenario for NomadiKey. Even for
fixed columns, NomadiKey can still yield a remarkable higher
security level than classic keyboards.
Fig. 4 shows similar results for small keys that are the
same size as keys in Android’s portrait mode typing keyboard
(Fig. 2). We observe that, as key size decreases and NomadiKey has more flexibility, security increases significantly.
For a typical PIN with four distinct keys, NomadiKey increases
the security coefficient by more than 50 times in the median
case. Vertical trends for d = 1 and d = 2 happen for key
touch positions where an adversary for which an adversary
would need to try all possible d-key combinations, as for PIN
authentication on random keyboards.
B. Usability evaluation
To evaluate NomadiKey’s usability, we compare it to PIN
authentication on classic and random keyboards. We measure
usability as authentication delay, how long it takes the user
to input the secret. We implemented all three authentication
mechanisms in an Android application. We adopted a secret

Figure 4. Empirical evaluation of the number P of possible key combinations
in NomadiKey for a given set of touch positions and small (qwerty-size) keys.

size of four digits (n = 4), based on the average secret length
of 4.5 digits found in previous work [32].
Each usability experiment evaluates all three authentication
mechanisms in random order. For each authentication mechanism, we generate five different random secrets. For each
secret, we ask the user to authenticate with that secret five
times (each experiment totals 45 authentications). For each
authentication, the user has to press a button before he can
see the keyboard. The application stores the time from pressing
this button until the user enters the secret or makes an error.
Experiments where the user makes a mistake are ignored. Each
experiment ends with a quick survey about the usability and
perceived security of each keyboard type.
We used two 5” devices to perform usability experiments: an
LG G3 and an LG G4. Before starting a usability experiment
with a user, we gave a brief overview of the experiment and
a brief explanation of NomadiKey. Users did not have any
previous experience with NomadiKey. We performed usability
experiments with 18 volunteers, 8 female and 10 male. User
age varied from 18 to 65 years.
Fig. 5 shows authentication delay for NomadiKey on large
keys. We observe users authenticate almost as fast on NomadiKey as on a traditional keyboard, with approximately 6%
increase in delay in the median case. Similar to authentication on a random keyboard, minimum authentication times
for NomadiKey are not as fast as for traditional keyboards
(authentication delays for NomadiKey are at least 1500 ms).
We conjecture this is because of the nomadic nature of the
keys. By spreading the keys throughout the entire screen,
NomadiKey makes it harder for users to (i) locate the first
key they need to type and (ii) reach each key. In the median
case, users can authenticate on NomadiKey 40% faster than
on random keyboards.

Figure 5. Usability of NomadiKey and PIN authentication on large keys.

Figure 6. Usability of NomadiKey and PIN authentication on small keys.

Fig. 6 shows similar results for NomadiKey using small
keys. We observe that decreasing key size also result in longer
authentication delays. Besides, even for small keys, users
can still authenticate as fast on NomadiKey as on random
keyboards.
Finally, we note several (62%) users reported they were
willing to try NomadiKey in the survey. Several (75%) users
reported NomadiKey to be more usable than random. Some
(44%) users also had the (incorrect) impression and reported
they thought NomadiKey more secure than random keyboards.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Smart devices are ubiquitous and the amount of personal,
often sensitive, information they carry impose a need for
higher security. Unfortunately, users are reluctant to use authentication mechanisms that impact usability. In this work,
we have proposed NomadiKey, a new mechanism for user
authentication on smart devices. NomadiKey places keys in
random absolute positions to improve security while keeping
the relative positions of keys to preserve usability. Our analytical and empirical evaluation of NomadiKey indicate it is a
good trade-off between PIN authentication on traditional and
random keyboards. As future work, we plan to study how to
choose key sizes to maximize security and usability.
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